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Our Contacts:

E-mail

Please, send Your comments and suggestions to praunik@praunik.org.

Telephones

Hanna Vasilevi , Marketing and PR Manager:  +375 29 753 67 36
U adzis a  Bie avusa , chief editor: +375 29 678 33 38
Hanna Žarabcova, editor: +375 29 403 44 92 

Information for authors.

Editorial Policy:

The editorial board of the Journal would gladly publish on the site of “Pra nik” Belarusian or English texts of young law 
and political science students. One of the main objectives of our project is to give fl oor to Belarusian legal and political 
analysis free from colonial mentality. The scope of our authors is not restricted to law and political science students: anyone
willing to “think-in-Belarusian-for-Belarus” is invited. The Journal is a volunteering projects, that’s why the editorial staff has 
no chance to pay author’s emoluments. 

While selecting the texts we try to provide opportunity for the voicing of various kinds of ideas, off-centre including. 
Discrimination on any basis, be it age, nationality, social or academical status is not tolerated. Still we reserve the right to
decide whether to publish any text received or not, as well as not to share the opinion of the author and place our com-
mentaries on the texts. The editorial stuff is not accountable for the information placed on the site of the Journal. 

Text Requirements:

Texts in all the three modern variants of the Belarusian language (classical, “narkama ka” and lacina) are eligible. The 
translation of Russian texts into Belarusian is possible only if the editorial stuff fi nds them highly original. Ukrainian and 
Polish texts could be considered for publishing. Please, send your texts, scientifi c research, reviews to praunik@praunik.
org in Microsoft Word or RTF formats. In addition to the text provide some information about yourself: name and surname 
of the author, place of study or work, a list of latest publications and the sphere of scientifi c interests. Before sending your 
materials, please, check them carefully. Due to busy schedules of the members of the editorial board proof-reading can 
delay posting of the article.

The examination of materials received:

Within a week after receiving the text we will contact the author and inform him/her about our decision concerning the 
text.

We welcome new contributors! Looking forward to your letters!


